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THE COMPANY
Evoteck s.r.l.  is a specialized company in zoo-
technical quality equipments for pigs. Through 
a qualified and known staff in the sector de-
riving from the Pedercini experience, studies 
and realizes modern systems with the purpo-
se of rendering more easier and more fruitful 
the breeder work, counting on the products 
quality and maintaining itself in tune with the 
rules of the animal welfare. The offered solu-
tions, are adapted also to still existing realities, 
they originate from a thirty years experience 
time, and have the mere purpose to optimize 
the resources at disposition for a better global 
result of the company. Our company owns a 
workstation with personnel ready to use high 
sophisticate  machinery. All products are pro-
duced using selected material, where it takes 
place a meticulous and continuous supervi-
sion of all production phases.
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OUR POINT OF STRENGHT
Experience and tests in our farm.

The long experience in the swine field and 
the strict contact with the breeder, that coo-
perates actively for the improvement of our 
product, it allows us to state that “quality and 
efficiency” are already a concrete datum. It is 
important to underline that each manufactu-
red product is tested in our farm before being 
commercialized. Today our farm counts 3000 
sows at complete cycle, subdivided in nine 
sites, actually a “multi Italian site” that allows 
to have considerable sanitary warranties with 
lower managing costs. The philosophy of our 
breeding farm concretizes itself with the ma-
ximal up growth of the company productivity, 
the improvement of each aspect that affects 
the environmental hygiene, and the economi-
zation of labor where the most modern mana-
ging technology consents it.
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DESIGN
Realization big or little it is based on design. 
It is not to undervalue because it is the pro-
pelling mechanism of each fulfillment. It al-
lows to predict times, outguess the inconve-
niency, study each detail in order to maximize 
the best technological solutions in favor to a 
higher final efficiency in the farms. To offer to 
you all that, our company has got a technical 
department that constitutes an équipe able 
to design complete structures and systems in-
cluding the turn key farm. In a calm and rela-
xed atmosphere, where it is in  force the en-
thusiasm for the precision and the order, our 
personnel has the access to the most modern 
information technology tools. The explicitness 
of the projects, and the keenness for the detail 
allow an efficient communication inside and 
outside the company in all phases of design 
and realization.
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DESIGN
Realization big or little it is based on design. 
It is not to undervalue because it is the pro-
pelling mechanism of each fulfillment. It al-
lows to predict times, outguess the inconve-
niency, study each detail in order to maximize 
the best technological solutions in favor to a 
higher final efficiency in the farms. To offer to 
you all that, our company has got a technical 
department that constitutes an équipe able 
to design complete structures and systems in-
cluding the turn key farm. In a calm and rela-
xed atmosphere, where it is in  force the en-
thusiasm for the precision and the order, our 
personnel has the access to the most modern 
information technology tools. The explicitness 
of the projects, and the keenness for the detail 
allow an efficient communication inside and 
outside the company in all phases of design 
and realization.
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TURN KEY FARM
The ability of our company to deliver turnkey 
farms precludes many advantages which 
must be taken in consideration. Above all, it 
allows an evident and appreciable econo-
mization on the total expense for the equi-
pments and systems, but also  it allows after 
an accurate analysis with the customer, the 
entire amount of the investment in advance 
on the works. “Turn key” means,  start from the 
mason works (excavations, basements, con-
crete molding, walls) and from the building, to 
come to the installation of the equipments, of 
the ventilation, of the feeding systems, of the 
electrical hydraulic systems, of the computeri-
zed systems of control. Through a general and 
specialized study, it is offered to you an ac-
curate communication between the systems, 
assuring the solution of eventual problems and 
the realization in the previewed times.
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THE EVOTECK FARM
Pig-house, the modular pigs farm, based on molded fer-
roconcrete modules, are equipped with complete ther-
mo isolation and appropriate step for the support of the 
slat. You can decide for solutions in different materials, 
which can be realized without any particular basement, 
it is necessary exclusively a part of flat concrete to lay on 
the entire structure. Two are the advantages that captu-
re suddenly the attention: the reduction of the expenses 
to erect a new building, and the shortest construction 
times. It is possible to place the building in seismic zones 
without the burden of additional costs, and compound 
combined structures for a better control of the farm he-
alth. The roof covering is usually constituted by sandwich 
panels of high thickness, available in different material, 
which gives a higher elevated degree of isolation that 
is not possible with the common structures. Aluminum, 
stainless steel, and fiberglass are favored because they 
assure a long durability in the farm, thanks to their resi-
stance to the chemical alterations, and to the mallea-
bility in the production. The modular construction, con-
sents to adapt  the  new farm with the best degree of 
isolation and finishing for the most different utilizations: 
Farrowing room, weaning room, fattening room, gesta-
tion room, boar room with the semen intake room.

Pig-house, the modular pigs farm, based on molded fer-
roconcrete modules, are equipped with complete thermo 
isolation and appropriate step for the support of the slat. 
You can decide for solutions in different materials, which 
can be realized without any particular basement, it is ne-
cessary exclusively a part of flat concrete to lay on the enti-
re structure. Two are the advantages that capture suddenly 
the attention: the reduction of the expenses to erect a new 
building, and the shortest construction times. It is possible 
to place the building in seismic zones without the burden 
of additional costs, and compound combined structures 
for a better control of the farm health. The roof covering 
is usually constituted by sandwich panels of high thickness, 
available in different material, which gives a higher eleva-
ted degree of isolation that is not possible with the com-
mon structures. Aluminum, stainless steel, and fiberglass are 
favored because they assure a long durability in the farm, 
thanks to their resistance to the chemical alterations, and 
to the malleability in the production. The modular construc-
tion, consents to adapt  the  new farm with the best degree 
of isolation and finishing for the most different utilizations: 
Farrowing room, weaning room, fattening room, gestation 
room, boar room with the semen intake room. Evoteck can 
satisfy each request, offering a prefabricated structure in 
reinforced concrete with doubleridged trusses as well. The 
high quality is guaranteed by the use of the (Self compac-
ting concrete) during the production phase. This solution 
guarantees to the structure a longer durability compared 
to the normal Traditional concrete. The covering is then re-
alized with tiles set on an isolated layer of extruded sha-
ped polystyrene Foil. This modular construction allows us to 
adapt it to the new building with an optimal level of iso-
lation and finishing, to the most different of use, farrowing 
room, weaning room, fattening, gestation, boar room, with 
semen, intake room and others.
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PIG PALACE

The PIG PALACE is a new breeding system for pigs, that 
was created using the most modern technologies and 
materials. Thus it has allowed to obtain a new construc-
tion model, which peculiar characteristics are the low 
energetic consumption necessary for the functioning. 
Nowadays the energetic expense cannot absolutely 
be ignored, and the pig palace allows an economical 
benefit in the conduct of the farm. The partition of the 
volume in rooms of restrained dimensions, the architec-
ture with arch covering, the high quality of the used ma-
terials and their characteristics of thermic isolation allow 
to avoid the usual expense for classic heating systems. 
It is indeed enough a single starting energetic support. 
Eventually in the most cold period or with smaller ani-
mals, a compensation of heating with electric lamps.
(Normally the animal heat is maintained by the higher 
isolation). The whole installation allows an energetic sa-
vings that vary from 60% to 80%, compared  to a tradi-
tional farm model. The PIG PALACE could be realized for 
phases of weaning and wean to finish, that means pla-
stic or concrete slats. The room ventilation is ensured by 
chimney fans managed individually by FANCOM cen-
tral units.
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FARROWING ROOM
Our purpose is to ensure the best environmen-
tal condition for the sow, to improve its physi-
cal well-being. The farrowing room is the heart 
of the sow farm. The global result is bound to 
it. Our farm tends to build systems, where they 
are preferred the facility of utilization and the 
environment health, but that is not all; the used 
technology has the purpose of simplifying the 
labor. To get into the detail, for example in re-
ference to the ventilation, we advise a spe-
cifical system for each situation and animal 
typology, to design starting from the desired 
purposes. A very important condition to take 
into consideration is the different necessity of 
the sows for what concerns air changements 
and temperatures. The position of the air-
inlets and heating system is to be studied for 
the best possible thermic exchange, in order 
to create an oxygenation and an air mixing 
almost homogeneous in the whole room. The 
farrowing cage on a monolithic soft coated 
slat is realized taking into account many little 
details, and it is studied for the saving of the 
greatest number of weaners. Then, it has got 
an adjustable system in length and in width. 
Practically made by dimension, it is suitable for 
each type of sow farm. Concerning the soft 
coated slat, it can be also realized a self sup-
porting extension with the function of contai-
ning elements of the relievable corridor, and 
the consequent privilege to access to the slur-
ry pool.
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WEANING ROOM
It is the compartment that receives the piglets 
since their birth up to the weight of 30-35 kilos. 
For this sector also, as for the farrowing one, it 
is important to follow the strategy of the maxi-
mal result with the minimal consume of labour, 
rendering in this way easier, the cleaning and 
the automation. The solutions which are adop-
ted by our company assure an approved hy-
giene and reduce the level of stress onto the 
animals, which affects the mass daily incre-
ment. Each detail, in reference for example 
to the heated floor, to the feeding distribution 
lines, to the atmosphere control, has been stu-
died and designed for the best comfort of the 
weaners. The automatic checking of the envi-
ronment and the air refill assume great impor-
tance, if one thinks to the elevated concen-
tration of animals in the room, and the weight 
variation during the weaning stage ( 5 times), 
that is unregistered during the beginning and 
the end the cycle. Thus, it is clear the necessity 
of foreseeing ventilation and heating system 
able to maintain temperature and relative hu-
midity on to optimal values for all the different 
phases of the growth. The variety of the system 
typology, allows us to insert different solutions 
and realize rooms of different capacity. The 
shown pictures are some of the possible rea-
lizations.
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FINISHING
In order to obtain calm ambiences, and ma-
king the check-out and the dislocation ope-
ration of the animal, the ambient, the feeding 
distribution, and the slurry storage, our com-
pany offers systems of assessed experience. 
For what concerns the ventilation there is the 
possibility to arrange the roof air outlet or the 
controlled ventilation systems, properly stu-
died to stage the environment control either 
in natural ventilation or with each mechanical 
system ( in extraction or in pressure).The predi-
sposition of all the inside components of com-
pleting, as posts, pipes, fences, slatted floors, 
chimneys and ventilation tunnels is composed 
according to specific methodologies, all in 
strict connection one to each other. The pens 
can be realized of diverse length with varia-
ble openings, to assure the correct refill of air 
either in winter or in summer period, and mo-
reover it is necessary to calibrate to different 
opening and closing systems in order to avoid 
the formation of harmful air flows to the ani-
mals levels, reducing in this way the effect of 
adverse external climate conditions.
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GESTATION AND INSEMINATION
It is the compartment where, as soon as the milking piglets period 
has been finished, the sows are driven into it, and where all the 
ideal conditions to induce the manifestation of fertility are ne-
cessary. The facilitation of the operations of insemination, either 
in terms of work or economical success of the farm, demands 
a particular application in the predisposition of the most corre-
sponding solutions to the company exigencies. It is convenient, 
in all cases, to realize structures which consent the maximal ela-
sticity of use. To be kept in consideration it is the possibility to 
control the high summer temperatures, estimated as one of the 
most important causes of sub-fertility phenomena. Consequen-
tially, let us put in evidence the importance of the isolation, of 
the thermic inertia, and therefore the structure weight, and the 
possibility to intervene with specific cooling systems. The sows co-
ming out from the farrowing room can, according to the com-
pany organization, be set in multiple boxes or single cages. The 
solution with single cages assures an easier control, it avoids ag-
gressiveness phenomena, and the relative possible consequen-
ces, and it consents an individual treatment of the animals. For 
what concerns the multiple boxes, a particular attention should 
be dedicated to the patented system Free-sow, conceived to 
recreate the maximal comfort, always being in tune with the 
rules of the animal welfare. It is constituted by stainless steel or 
galvanized pipe cages, which rise up and move on rails in other 
boxes. Through this system is no more necessary to move ani-
mals, and the maximal registered time to effectuate the entire 
operation is only of some minutes, it is integrated in this way the 
sow in box and the sow in cage.
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NATURAL VENTILATION
It is obtained in a pig-house, thank to the natu-
ral air circulation that enters from the lateral win-
dows and exits from the highest outlets openings. 
This ventilation is as much stronger as higher are 
the temperature differences between internal 
and external environment, and also for the dif-
ferences of quota between the outlet and inlet 
openings. It is clear that it will be relatively easier 
obtaining good ventilation in the winter period 
instead that of summer, when the isolation deck 
covering has got a sufficient gradient to ensu-
re a sensible gap between the inlet and outlet 
openings. The design of the pig-houses in natural 
ventilation must attentively consider some details 
as: the realization of closing systems for the win-
dows easily adjustable with the mechanic ope-
ning controlled by an automatic central unit. The 
realization of the roof with the due gradient. Re-
cent experiences have also demonstrated that 
it is possible to obtain interesting results thank to 
the punctilious observance of all the indicated 
details. In particular it is clearly demonstrated as 
the natural ventilation if well realized and correct-
ly managed, it is able to ensure the maintaining 
of optimal internal environment conditions, with 
noteworthy independence to the external in-
fluences.
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MECHANIC VENTILATION
The company EVOTECK thank to the PEDERCINI expe-
rience adopts forefront systems as those by Fancom. 
In the forced ventilation the air refill it is obtained by 
the effect of juxtaposed fans. The advantage consists 
in the possibility of adjusting, in a precise way the ca-
pacity of air refill, independently from the external cli-
matic conditions. It is therefore possible to actuate the 
ventilation in relation to the specific exigencies of the 
entertained animals in the different departments. The 
convenience of adopting this system is given by the hi-
gher productivity of the animals in relation to the best 
environment condition to be obtained in the depart-
ments. The air refill it is obtained in air depression, and 
consists as we pointed out before, in the predisposition 
of fan extractors, and in the right place, the opening 
of air inlet. On the disposition of the air inlet and on the 
air velocity depends the correct distribution in the am-
bient; by this reason it is necessary that those openings 
be adaptable, in order to adopt them to the neces-
sary capacity variation in the ambient. The variation is 
obtained by the use of a central unit equipped by a 
sensor sensible to the temperature, which endues an 
increasing or decreasing of the fan velocity according 
to the expected ambience temperature and total ani-
mal weight. With the central unit it is possible to fix the 
maximal and minimal fan velocity, in order to ensure 
minimal insuppressible velocity.
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LIQUID FEEDING SYSTEM
The liquid feeding system has many advan-
tages. It is familiar that one can create perso-
nalized diets to the animals or add afterwards 
different ingredients, according to the specific 
exigencies. The measure out computer allows 
an aliments selection also differentiated in the 
daytime, and different also according to the 
animal ages. The liquid feeding system is moreo-
ver completely automated, it requires a minimal 
labor, and ensure a quick distribution of the food 
in the right portions. The systems we offer are 
easy to use, the plots representing the alimenta-
tion curves are easy to interpret, and the system 
can be controlled directly from a personal com-
puter. The liquid feeding systems are today at fo-
refront and represent an important investment. 
Our company can supply the absolute certainty, 
and assure the functionality of the systems from 
a competitive price and with a specialized assi-
stance. The system, compound with a measurer 
out system, with the kitchen, and the peripherals 
(as valves, pipes for the distribution) is designed 
and advised trying to obtain the best result in 
terms of practicality and quality. Each strategy 
you are going to follow with our system, the right 
portion of aliment is always guaranteed.
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DRY FEEDING SYSTEM
The farmer of today has a preference for the quality 
of the system for a better reliability but he does not 
exclude the economization. For the achievement of 
the prefixed purposes, he invests in more and more 
modern technology. The excellent quality of meat 
is not reached by accident. Our feeding system 
through a central unit allows determining a speci-
fic quantity of desired mixture and distributing it in 
the shortest possible time. The many peculiarities on 
the conveying systems allow varying the direction 
of the conveyer. The materials used today, beside 
their specific lightness, guarantees a remarkable lon-
gevity. Each detail is to be studied accurately, from 
the group of drawing, to the falling pipes, from the 
dispenser to the feeders. Each aspect is handled to 
guarantee the least waste of aliment, the right direc-
ted portion, also using different ingredients, for diffe-
rent animals typology. Our systems weigh, dispense 
and register the aliment for the pig, in each phase 
of the growth, with a mistake that is limited to few 
grams. They are at disposition also the new techno-
logies of the” eat and drink” that put in practice the 
theory of the “Pavlov effect” about the uncondi-
tioned reflexes, with the result of a better digestion. 
Through the “Eat and drink” it is guaranteed a me-
asured dosage and a uniform growth, because the 
animal could choose with this system the right ration 
and system of aliment. The system is also adopted for 
the rapidity with which the piglets learn to eat since 
the first days of its birth.
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SOFT COATED SELF
SUPPORTING SLATS
In order to meet the customers exigencies the 
company EVOTECK proposes soft coated floo-
ring systems slats in three distinguished articles: 
Double wire slat, expanded metal slat, and 
Laser slats. The “Pedercini slat” is by its own na-
ture self-supporting, this characteristic confers 
to the system much more stability and practi-
cality. It is moreover recognized that “Peder-
cini slat” is the best solution in terms of animal 
comfort, that solution is offered by measure, 
to satisfy space needs in existing realities also. 
The Pedercini Impianti International s.r.l. is not 
only the leading company in the Italian mar-
ket but also, has got a relevant position in the 
international market; trough a technical-com-
mercial staff it can attend every customer with 
no-limit.
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MAXY PORK
The necessity of technological evolution has never been like 
today a winning choice. By this reason our company creates 
in continuity new products, following faithfully the “customer 
project” .In our age where the elasticity is an essential prero-
gative, it is the customer our inspiration source for new tech-
nologies. Our MAXY PORK the external modular box, born at 
the beginning as infirmary, is having an unquestioned success, 
also because it is supplied turn-key. The structural simplicity and 
the choice of the best materials prove that the MAXY PORK is 
an alternative solution of completing for the gilts and weaners 
growth. Essentially the “en plein air” position” beside of being 
comfortable, guarantees a higher animal health. The weaners 
can take shelter in the box or get out in the external parquet. 
The  MAXY PORK is made of high isolating sandwich panels. 
It has got external parquet that is covered by a panel roof. 
The internal ambient is air conditioned; an air circulation sy-
stem guarantees continuously the expected temperature. The 
slatted floor either inside or outside offers the maximal hygiene. 
To collect animal dejections it has been installed a high capa-
city slurry pool in stainless steel. The MAXY PORK is moreover 
supplied with a drinking pipe connected to nipples and stain-
less steel dry feeders with adjustable food falling system. Af-
terwards, the MAXY PORK once it has been set on the ground 
must only be connected, because it is supplied completely as-
sembled. It can contain from 70 to 130 weaners depending to 
the chosen model, and you can insert the weaners the same 
day you receive it.
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MAXYPORK CLIMABETON
The evolution drove to the realization of outdoor huts built with
sandwich panels in concrete. The latter are tailored produced
in our workstation and have monolithic panels built out of slabs 
of concrete with an interposed layer of thermo-isolated poly-
styrene. The cover is, on the contrary, realized with classic san-
dwich panels in aluminum or stainless steel by request. Two are 
the main advantages of the concrete outdoor huts. The first 
is given by the capacitive mass of the concrete that reduces 
the variability of the internal temperature ( the sudden chan-
ges due to night and day) giving in this way to your pigs much 
more comfort, and consequently much more growth. The se-
cond advantage is given by the durability, that is second only 
to stainless steel material. The product is produced by dimen-
sion and assembled on tanks in concrete previously realized. 
As well as in the standard Maxypork it has got an external box 
covered by canopy: the air-conditioned internal local and a 
circulation of air of centralized heating, assure continuously 
the desired temperature. The flooring system could be realized 
with slats in concrete or PVC. The huts are moreover fitted with 
a drinking line with stainless steel nipples.
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MANURE TREATMENT 
The manure treatment is the problem that is beco-
ming more and more important due to the increa-
se of the farm dimensions, this problem has usual-
ly conditioned the survival of the same farms. The 
digestion of the farm residue must happen in the 
respect of the ecological ambient exigencies, and 
be assured by systems of the highest reliability. They 
are advised valve checking systems and directing 
systems through pumping systems, avoiding a too 
long permanence of manure, that causes a remar-
kable microbic load. In particular it is indispensable 
to assure a good dejection concentration and sto-
rages of sufficient capability, that our company ob-
tain with methods of different type. We realize, for 
the storage, pools of circular shape in stainless steel, 
or rectangular in ferroconcrete, with mixing systems 
of all the mass through the use of mixers, that are 
fixed  to the lateral wall. This system has just been 
considered as the most reliable, and able to solve 
effectively the problem of homogenization of the 
zoo -technical dejections.
Evoteck s.r.l. produces and install as well prefabri-
cated pools in concrete. The panels lay on sledges 
or running foundations realized in work. The capaci-
ty of the joint is assured because it is only based on 
classic silicone, but also by the fact that a junction 
between a panel and another is filled by non shrin-
king concrete.
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NIPPLES AND DRINKERS 
The nipples in different materials, from brass to 
stainless steel, with pressure reducers, at disposi-
tion in dimensions between the three eights and 
half inch.
There are also cup drinkers in cast iron or stainless 
steel, for weaners sows and boars.

ELECTRIC AND HYDRAULIC
INSTALLATION 
For a correct funcionality of your farm, it cannot 
be missing an electrical and hydraulic installa-
tion in accordance to CEE norms,  mouse and 
waterproof.

REFRIGERATOR CELL
Our company can produce, in order to stock 
waste animals, a refrigerator that is made of very 
thick isolating stainless steel- stainless steel panels. 
The carcasses maintenance is guaranteed by a 
fridge-condenser produced with materials that 
are unaissailable to the corrosive emissions, the 
temperature and the relative humidity are man-
tained constant by a central unit with temperatu-
re keeping sensors.

39

STAINLESS STEEL FANS OF HIGH CAPACITY
The EMX50 is the ideal air extractor when it has been asked a vey high air 
flow. The autopolishing blade of exclusive design, allows to obtain the 
maximal efficiency. The extractor consists in an extractor body and ven-
turi in robust stainless steel lamin. Each motor is tested singularly for the 
highest quality. The electrowelded protection grids are divided in two 
parts to make the maintenance easier. The blades are statically and di-
namically balanced. The opening of the shutter is not influenced by the 
dust weight deposited on the blades. Moreover the quality of each air 
extractor is singularly checked to guarantee a high qualitative standard.

COOLING SYSTEM
The high summer temperatures cause stress and 
consequentially weight decreasing and fertility 
problems. To face this worry can be installed co-
oling systems that work through the principle of 
absortion of air heat from the water evapora-
tion.

PLASTIC WEANER SLATS
They are at disposition in the sizes 600 x 500 
and 200 x 400mm. The first is dedicated to the 
lighter pigs, up to 30 kilos, the second to the he-
aviest up to the wean to finish. They are to be 
installed simply laying them on to some sup-
ports which they are in the stainless steel ver-
sion or the soft coated ones of our production.
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FARROWING CAGES
Our cages, built in galvanized or stainless steel 
pipe, follow a real ergonomical line . They are 
adjustable in width and length and could be of-
fered in the version with overturnable feeder in 
stainless steel or PVC, of easy cleaning, to allow 
the exit of the sow from the front gate.

STEEL SLATS galvanised or stainless, smo-
oth or structured
They great cleanness and solidity of material, cha-
racterize our slat in stainless steel or galvanised 
triangular bars. They are adapted and used fot 
the different tipology of animals. Under the sow in 
the farrowing room, it is also possible the antislip 
version, produced with mould or printing press. It 
is previewed also the version with reinforced fra-
me ideal for the ambients of the weaning rooms.

BOAR BOXES
They are produced in stainless steel or galvani-
sed pipes in our workstations, they are supplied 
with functional opening systems, and with a clo-
sed  ridged reinforced foil. 
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WINDOWS SYSTEMS
Continous with thin plate or single shutter.
The lamellar windows or single shutter windows are constituted with 
an aluminium anodized frame and policarbonate of 10mm, with 
variable dimensions, they are controlled together with the upper 
outlet by a system opening composed by an actuator with endsta-
tion of maximal or minimal opening, position sensor, central unit for 
the reading of the internal or external temperature.  It possible also 
to read on the central unit the right position of the windows shutter, 
with the windows setting up of the maximal and minimal opening.

WINDOWS SYSTEMS 
Thermo isolation  
They have a PVC frame and Wasistas opening 
and flap For inside, the windows is isolated with 
double-glass of 14mm, With coefficient of con-
duction very reduced 

AIR INLETS  
In the ambiences where it is necessary to control 
With the highest precision the temperature and 
The ventilation it is necessary to install air inlets 
with opening systems controlled by an actuator. 
The air Inlet is in plicarbonate with stainless steel 
or soft coated frame.
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PrEFAbrIcATEd chAnnElS 
in cav for the irrigation
Our channels are manufactured maintaining the 
internal and external surface as smooth as possi-
ble. They are made of high durability concrete.
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HEATING 
with delta pipes
To install a heating system, they have been crea-
ted aluminium pipes of high heating result,( more 
or less 150 Kcal/ running meter). The delta pipes 
of anodized type are easy to install and guaran-
tee a long durability. The passage of heated wa-
ter by the expected temperature assure a con-
trolled and uniform result.

HEATING PLATES or infrared lamp
In the sector of farrowing or weaning, one can in-
sert inside the slats, used for the flooring, heating 
plates made with pipes for the warm water flow 
and stainless steel gusset. The system is absolutely 
compact, studied to mantain the heighest isola-
tion degree and the highest caloric result. The flo-
oring heating in the farrowing room it is essential 
to create the nest zone for the piglets. It is possi-
ble also to install infrared lamps with lampholders.

PVC FEEDERS
The pvc feeders are recommended for the far-
rowing and the weaners, they are studied to 
mantain a high hygienic degree, assure the right 
portion of aliment through regulation feeding sy-
stems, and diminuish the waste of aliment.

43

BOAR MOUNTS 
The soft coated boar mounts Pedercini used fore the 
artificial semen collection with a support to fix on the 
floor, lateral supports for a better stability and regula-
tion systems in height to adjust to the different sizes of 
boars. The surface of the boar mount is in antislip soft 
coated steel very easy to clean.

FEEDERS
At disposition in versions in stainless steel with  
food flow adjuster and place divider, for wea-
ners or finishers. They are tailored produced and 
could be delivered  in the sngle version or dou-
ble. They are built in a solid structure  and could 
be fixed to wall or to the flooring system.

TROUGHS
They are produced in two models: to inject with  
concrete or self-supporting. Our troughs are in  
stainless steel to be distinguished in the double 
or single type and to be produced by dimen-
sion. They are are ideal for weaners, finishers or 
gestations sow, they are supplied with a frame 
to mould.
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CONTAINER FOR DEAD ANIMALS  
and trolley for the extraction of pigs
For the temporary stock and the transport inside 
the farms, they are at disposition trolleys in plastic 
material or tubular with a windlass for carrying 
animals.

PVC PANELS
Our delivery programme includes PVC panels of diffe-
rent thickness and dimensions, used for the separation 
of the boxes in the farrowing, weaning, or fattening ro-
oms. The pvc panel can be fixed through metallic fra-
mes, adaptable to different peculiarities, beeing further-
more compoundable, and can be used as a real wall.

DOORS AND GATES
They are realized by tailored dimension, in the 
isolated model as well, they give entrance to the 
diverse ambiences.

TROLLEYS 
For food in many sizes
They are used to bring the food in the different 
Sectors, they could be in stainless steel with 
blowing Tyres and very easy to drive.

45

INOX SAFE BOX
In order to protect the electrical panels or other 
central units, which need the direct access by the 
operator, it can be installed safe boxes of different 
sizes, additionally used for the protection of tubes 
or other sensitive parts of the farm.

ISOLATING PANELS 
The thermo-acoustic isolation and the following 
energetical saving are some of the fundamental 
advantages of all the line of the isolated panels.
The propriety of the isolating expanded panel, 
allow to obtain great performances in terms of 
thermic isolation in the farms, while the glass-silk 
proprieties, cover the segment of isolation and 
acoustical absorption. The isolating panels are at 
disposition in different colours, and different ma-
terials for the coating, as the stainless steel, the 
aluminium and the fibreglass.

DRY FOOD CONVEYER
To better distribute the dry food in the mixing 
pool of the kitchen it has been created a stain-
less steel conveyer, that works through a val-
ve opening closing system, put in motion by a 
hydraulic piston controlled by a central unit.
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SOME OF OUr      rEAlIZATIOnS
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Evoteck s.r.l.
Workstation and seat: Via S.Pietro 3 - 26030 Gabbioneta Binanuova (Cr)

Tel: +39 0372 84 30 54  - Fax: +39 0372 84 30 53
P.Iva 0650801 0961 - E-mail: evoteck@evoteck.it - www.evoteck.it




